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Version 4.4.1 - July 13, 2017
 

This list consists of key new features, as well as issues reported by or of interest to customers. It is not an exhaustive list of updates.

New Features and Improvements

Customers can now choose to highlight certain relationship types prominently on the Relationship Profile - for example, an anonymous
donor can be called out as "Jane Smith - ANONYMOUS". The selectable values are based on relationship types sent to Reeher in the
data feed. If your institution is interested in implementing this feature, please contact your customer service representative for more
details.

Bug Fixes

When editing proposals, users were unable to change the Target Ask Amount to a blank value.
In Class Agent, validation of password strength for new passwords would sometimes result in a Javascript error.
In the relationship profile, names containing a single quote (e.g. "O'Hara") would cause certain data fields to appear empty or malformed.
In the Reeher Mobile iOS app, certain entity searches would cause the app to show an unhelpful error message ("Error: 1"). The
underlying cause was that searches matching an entity that had no source ID would cause an error returning results from the database.
The proposal field "Use Restrictions & Special Requests" has been removed, and the character limit for "Notes" was increased to 500
characters.
In cases where a user had multiple participations with the same category, name, and date but different roles, the timeline on the
relationship profile would cause events to appear duplicated with both items showing the same role.
On the Create Task modal window, users were not able to delete a related proposal in cases where the name was longer than the text

box; the   button was obscured by text.

 

Other

The load time of the Officer Benchmarks layer has been reduced substantially.
Numerous small UI fixes.
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